
Cherish your doubts, for doubt 
is the attendant of the truth 



Adenovirus



Adenovirus genome
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1st generation adenoviral vectors



1st generation adenoviral vectors
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Ad modulates cell functions



Problems and ameliorations of Ad vectors

•  no integration => chimaeres AAV/ Retro
•  seropositivity to Ad => change of serotype, higher doses, immunosuppression
•  large tropism => targeted transduction, targeted expression
•  immunogenicity => immuno-suppression, new vectors
•  size of the insert => new vectors
•  short term expr. => chimaeres AAV/Retro, immuno-suppression, new generation 

vectors
•  RCA => new lines, new vectors
•  transcomplementation => new vectors



Ad entry into cells
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Ad modifications for targeting

•  bispecific ABs antifiber/
antireceptor (nabs)

•  bispecific abs anti fiber insert/
antireceptor (antiflag/
antireceptor)

•  fiber inserts (RGD)
•  hexon inserts
•  penton base inserts



 Immune response to adenoviral vectors

Inflammation CTL Abs

48h 7 d 21 d



IL-6 and TNF-α in the immune response to Ad

•  IL-6 inflammatory 
cytokine

•  IL-6 in rabbit model of Ad 
induced pneumonia

•  IL-6 in Ad injected 
patients

•  TNF-α inflammatory 
cytokine

•  anti-TNF genes in Ad



Ad reinjection in TNF KO
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2nd generation Adenoviral vectors
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3rd generation Adenoviral vectors
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3rd generation Ad vectors: advantages

•  size of the insert (36kb)
•  low immunogenicity (no viral sequences)
•  long term expression



3rd generation ad vectors: disadvantages

•  titers
•  instability
•  helper contaminations
•  stuffer?
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•  Welsh Cell 1993 Adenovirus mediated gene transfer transiently corrects the 
chloride transport defect in nasal epithelia of patients with cystic fibrosis

•  Wilson Nature Genetics1993 Gene therapy in a xenograft model of cystic 
fibrosis lung corrects chloride transport more effectively than the sodium 
defect

•  Peschanski Nature Genetics 1993 Transfer of a foreign gene into the brain 
using adenovirus vectors

•  Wilson 1993 Direct gene transfer of human CFTR into human bronchial 
epithelia of xenografts with E1-deleted adenoviruses

Adenovirus mediated gene therapy: history



Ad-mediated gene therapy: history (follows)

•  Crystal Nature Genetics 1994 Administration of an adenovirus 
containing the human CFTR cDNA to the respiratory tract of 
individuals with cystic fibrosis

•  Wilson Nature Genetics 1996 Effective treatment of familial 
hypercolesterolaemia in the mouse model using adenovirus-mediated 
transfer of the VLDL receptor gene

•  McCormick Science 1996 An adenovirus mutant that replicates 
selectively in p53 deficient human tumor cells



Cystic fibrosis gene therapy

•  Autosomal recessive disease caused by mutations in the 
transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR)

•  The Cl- channel is deregulated => defective Cl- transport => 
lung disease 
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Cell 93: AdCFTR in human patients

Healthy patient  CF patient +AdCFTR

Day 0

Day 7

Check of ion transport:
amiloride creates a gradient and if the channel works, terbutaline makes Cl- going out



Nature Genetics 93/94�
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“Semi-in vivo” �
AdCFTR in human 
bronchial xenografts

Bronchus ->

Xenograft ->

Ad-CFTR



AdCFTR in human bronchial epithelial xenografts; 1 
week after infection�
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Ion function in AdCFTR infected human bronchial 
xenografts �

Nat Gen 93 Wilson/Perricaudet



Ad-residual activity in bronchial xenografts

Nat Gen 93 Wilson/Perricaudet



AdCFTR in humans: immunocytochemical detection of 
CFTR in human bronchial cells

A: pretherapy
B: prether inf in vitro
C: pretherapy
D: 4 d after AdCFTR
E: 4 d after AdCFTR
F: pretherapy
G: 4d after AdCFTR
H: 4d after AdCFTR
I : control ab

Crystal Nat Gen 94


